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 CA IPCC                    BUSINESS LAW, ETHICS & COMMUNICATION 

PAYMENT OF BONUS ACT, 1965 

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything 
new.” 

- Albert Einstein 
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EMPLOYEES [Section 2(13)] 

Employee is any person not being an apprentice working for salary not exceeding ₨. 21000/- per 

month (AMENDMENT) doing any Skilled, Unskilled, Supervisory, Technical, Administrative, Clerical 

or Managerial work. [Key Code: SUSTA CM] Whether terms of employment are expressed or 

implied. 

Employees entitled to bonus  

Key code: D’S RTPз 

1) Dismissed employee 

2) Seasonal employee 

3) Retrench employee 

4) Temporary employee 

5) Probationary Employee (Trial & Error basis for more than 30 days) 

6) Piece rate worker 

7) Part time worker 

 

ESTABLISHMENT [Section 1(3)] 

 
Some Cases 

1) A Company has 19 employees. 

 Not an Establishment u/s 1(3) 

PAYMENT OF BONUS ACT 

APPLICABLE TO NOT APPLICABLE TO 

 Employee u/s 2(13) 
 Establishment u/s 1(3) 

+ 

DUB u/s 3 

 Public Establishment u/s 2(16) 
 Exempted Establishment u/s 36 
 Special Establishment u/s 32 

 Subject to Conditions u/s 8 
 Subject to Conditions u/s 9 
 Minimum Bonus u/s 10 
 Maximum Bonus u/s 11 

Every Factory Establishment notified by 
appropriate government in 
official gazette having employee 
between 10 to 19 

  
Before issuing such notification, 
Appropriate Government shall 
give minimum 2 months’ notice 
to the establishment. 

Establishment having ≥ 
20 Employees on any 
day 

Once Applicable, Always 
Applicable 
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2) A Factory has 18 employees. 

 Establishment u/s 1(3) 

3) A Company has 22 employees. 

 Establishment u/s 1(3) 

4) Shop has 15 employees as on 7th march and 10 employees were recruited on 10th march out of 

which 9 employees left the job within a week. 

 Establishment u/s 1(3) 
 

 

 

DEPARTMENT / UNDERTAKING / BRANCH [Section 3] 

Department / Undertaking / Branch [DUB] considered as one if, Common financial statements are 

prepared i.e. if the financial statements are separately prepared then we will consider each 

establishment separately. 

 

Q) X, a temporary employee drawing a salary of ` 3,000 per month, in an establishment to which the 

Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 applies was prevented by the employers from working in the 

establishment for two months during the financial year 2001-2002, pending certain inquiry. Since 

there were no adverse findings ‘X’ was re-instated in service, later, when the bonus was to be paid to 

other employees, the employers refuse to pay bonus to ‘X’, even though he has worked for the 

remaining ten months in the year. Referring to the provisions of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 

examine the validity of employer’s refusal to pay bonus to ‘X’. 

Answer:  

Entitlement for bonus under the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965: Every employee of an establishment 

covered under the Act is entitled to bonus from his employer in an accounting year provided he has 

worked in that establishment for not less than 30 working days in the year and he draws a salary less 

than ` 21,000 per month. [Section 2(13) read with Section 8] In the given case, X has worked in the 

establishment for 10 months and draws a salary of ` 3,000/-, hence his entitlement to bonus is 

established.  

Section 14 of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 lays down the following days in a year when an employee 

is deemed to have worked in the establishment even though he did not actually attend the place of 

work: 

a) He has been laid off under an agreement or as permitted by standing orders under the Industrial 
Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946, or under the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 or under 
any other law applicable to the establishment; 

b) he has been on leave with salary or wage; 
c) he has been absent due to temporary disablement caused by accident arising out of and in the 

course of his employment; and 
d) the employee has been on maternity leave with salary or wage, 

In the given case, X was suspended pending an inquiry; hence he did not attend office for 2 months. 

These 2 months shall be treated as days worked as it can be reasonably assumed that his suspension 

was under the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. 

Hence, X will be entitled to receive bonus for the full year and his employer is wrong to deny him bonus. 
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Sec 3 once applicable always applicable i.e. if at any time DUB has been taken as a part of Head Office, 

then always will be considered as a part of Head Office i.e. Considered as a Single Establishment. 

Eg. Head Office has 19 employees, Branch 1 has 2 employees and branch 2 has 5 employees. 

 
 

 
 
 

CONDITIONS [Section 8] 

Employee u/s 2(13) is eligible to receive bonus if and only if he has worked for at least 30 working days 

in an accounting year and has salary/wages ≤ 21000 pm (AMENDMENT). 
 

Section 14: Days to be included in calculation of 30 working days 

1) Laid off leave (ready to work but there is no work). 

2) Paid leave / Earned leave (leave with salary). 

3) Temporarily disablement caused during course of employment. 

4) Earned maternity leave during accounting year 

 

PROPORTIONATE REDUCTION [Section 13] 

Where employee has not worked for all the working days, minimum bonus is proportionately reduced. 
 

DISQUALIFICATION FOR PAYMENT OF BONUS [Section 9] 

If the employee has been dismissed on the following grounds he will be disqualified from receiving Current 

Year as well as Previous Year bonus: 

1) Fraud 

Common Financial Statements are 
prepared 

Common Financial Statements are not 
prepared 

POBA applicable, since all considered single 
establishment having employees ≥ 20 

POBA not applicable since all are not considered 
single entity. Individually also POBA not 
applicable since each has employees ≤ 20 

Q) What are the conditions upon which unit-wise profitability is the basis for payment of bonus by an 

establishment? 

Answer:  

Under section 3 of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 where an establishment consists of different 

departments or undertakings or has branches whether situated at the same place or in different places, 

all such departments or undertakings or branches shall be treated as parts of the same establishments 

for the purpose of computation of bonus under this Act.  

However, the Proviso to section 3 states that where for any accounting year a separate balance-sheet 

and profit and loss account are prepared and maintained in respect of any such department or 

undertaking or branch, then, such department or undertaking or branch shall be treated as a separate 

establishment for the purpose of computation of bonus under this Act for that year except when such 

department or undertaking or branch was, immediately before the commencement of that accounting 

year treated as part of the establishment for the purpose of computation of bonus. 
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2) Violent behaviour 

3) Theft / Misappropriate of Establishment’s Property or Assets 
 

 
 

 
 

RESTRICTIONS ON SALARY / WAGES [Section 12] 

If salary or wages exceed Rs. 7000 p.m. (AMENDMENT), then bonus payable u/s 10, u/s 11 will be 

calculated as if salary or wages is Rs. 7000 p.m. i.e. salary and wages will be restricted to Rs.7000 p.m. or 

amount specified by the Appropriate Government whichever is higher. 

Eg. Salary of all the employees Hari Om mills is Rs.4000 p.m. Owner of Hari Om mills declared bonus 

@10%. Calculate the bonus amount. 

 Bonus = Rs. 4000 x 12m x 10% = Rs. 4800 

If in above case, Salary is Rs. 8000 p.m., then 

 Bonus = Rs. 7000 x 12m x 10% = Rs. 8400 

1) If age of employee ≥ 15 years 

8.33% of Salary or Wages 

Or 
Rs. 100 

Section 10 

Minimum Bonus 

Section 11 

Maximum Bonus 

2) If age of employee < 15 years 

8.33% of Salary or Wages 

Or 
Rs. 60 

20% of Salary or Wages 

Paid only if allocable surplus is 
more than Minimum Bonus 

Will be paid even if there is no 
allocable surplus 

Once employer has discharged liability u/s 11 then he is deemed to have 
been discharged from liability u/s 10 

Q) In an accounting year, a company to which the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 applies, suffered heavy 

losses. The Board of Directors of the said company decided not to give bonus to the employees. The 

employees of the company move to the Court for relief. Decide in the light of the provisions of the 

said Act whether the employees will get relief? 

Answer:  

Section 10 of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 provides that subject to the other provisions of this Act, 

every employer shall be bound to pay to every employee in respect of the accounting year commencing 

on any day in the year 1979 and in respect of any subsequent year, a minimum bonus which shall be 

8.33 % of the salary or wage earned by the employee during the accounting year or ` 100, whichever is 

higher. The minimum bonus is payable whether or not the employer has any allocable surplus in the 

accounting year. 

Therefore, based on the above provision (Section 10) in the given case the employees will get relief 

minimum bonus as above is payable. 
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CASE STUDY 

1) Mr. KV worked for 10 days in a factory. However, for 5 days, he was abstained from working. He 

had seven earned leaves and for 10 days he could not attend factory because of his temporary 

disablement. Employer disagree to pay bonus as number of days < 30. Advise. 

 As per Section 14, Following days will be considered while calculation of 30 working days, 

1) Laid off leave (ready to work but there is no work). 

2) Paid leave / Earned leave (leave with salary). 

3) Temporarily disablement caused during course of employment. 

4) Earned maternity leave during accounting year 

 

In the present case, number of days worked = 10 + 5 + 7 + 10 = 32 days (i.e. > 30 days) 

 

It is assumed that Mr. KV faced temporary disablement during the course of employment. 

Therefore, Mr. KV is entitled for bonus u/s 10 or u/s 11 if allocable surplus > minimum bonus, 

subject to the provision of section 12, restricting the salary or wages to max Rs. 7000 p.m. 

 

2) On 1st Feb 2016, Mr. Ram joined as supervisor as Ramayan enterprise for a salary of Rs.7000 p.m. 

He resigned on 28th Feb 2016. Company declared a bonus @ 20%. Mr. Ram claims bonus from the 

company but the company rejects. Is the rejection valid? 

 Section 2(13) ✓, Therefore POBA Applicable. But Conditions u/s 8 ✖ (i.e. Days < 30) Thus 

Rejection is valid. 
 

3) Miss Sita joined a apprentice for a payment of Rs. 5000 pm. And worked for 45 days at Raavan 

enterprise. Is she eligible for claiming bonus under POBA? 

 Section 2(13) ✖  

Since, in the present case Miss Sita is an apprentice, POBA is not applicable and she is not entitled 

to claim bonus even if conditions of Sec 8 are fulfilled. 

 

4) Mr. Lakman joined as a probationer for a sum of Rs. 4000 p.m. and worked for 40 days. Is POBA 

applicable? 

 Section 2(13) ✓ & Section 8 ✓ Hence POBA Applicable. 

 

5) In an accounting year, an establishment to which POBA applies suffered heavy loss. BOD 

decided not to give bonus. Employees move to court for relief. State whether action of 

employees is valid under law. 

 Section 10 ✓ Hence Company is liable to pay minimum bonus u/s 10 even if allocable surplus 

is not available & contention of employees is valid. 
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PUBLIC SECTOR UNIT [Section 2(16)] 

Basically, POBA is not applicable to an establishment under public sector as defined u/s 2(16). 

 

However, an establishment engaged in any industry carried on by or under authority of any department 

of CG or SG is not an establishment under public sector. Eg. Income Tax Department, Reserve Bank of 

India, Registrar of Companies, etc. 

Conclusion: 

POBA is not applicable to any establishment in Public Sector except those enterprise attracting Section 20 

i.e. Any EPS (Establishment under public sector)  POBA is not applicable 

But if EPS u/s 2(16) attracts Section 20  POBA is applicable. 
 

EXCEPTIONAL ENTERPRISE UNDER PUBLIC SECTOR [Section 20] 

Exceptionally, POBA is applicable to an establishment under public sector if Section 20 applies.  

 

POWER OF APPROPRIATE GOVERNMENT TO GRANT EXEMPTION [Section 36] 

Appropriate government can grant exemption from payment of minimum bonus subject to following 

condition and other conditions as may be specified by notification in official gazette. 

1) Financial position of an establishment in weak i.e. continuous losses. If losses are negligible then 

POBA will continue to apply. 

2) Depending upon relevant circumstances i.e. if loss is due to misconduct of employees then 

exemption can be granted but if such losses are due to mismanagement then no exemption shall 

be available. 

3) If such exemption is in public interest  

Exemption is granted for specific period and not for lifetime subject to specific condition. It will have a 

prospective effect. 

PUBLIC COMPANY PUBLIC CORPORATION 

 Owned / Controlled / Managed by 
Government i.e. Government Company u/s 
2(45) of Companies Act, 2013  
 

  ≥ 51% of Paid Up Share Capital is held by 
Central Government / State Government or 
jointly by both. 

 Corporation in which ≥ 40% of Paid Up 
Share Capital is held by Central 
Government / State Government / Reserve 
Bank of India / Local Authority or jointly. 

Condition 1 Condition 2 

Establishment in Public Sector is involved in “Sale 

of Goods or providing services in competition 

with Private sector” in any accounting year. 

Income from such business is ≥ 20% of Gross 

Turnover 

& 
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SPECIAL ESTABLISHMENT EXPRESSELY EXEMPTED [Section 32] 

Following establishment are expressly from the liability u/s 10 & 11 even if number of employees ≥ 20. 

Key Code: IF Sweety Is SAD, give her Chocolates & Roses 

1) Life Insurance Corporation of India 

2) Financial Institution u/s 2(71) of Companies Act, 2013 like ICICI, IDBI, UTI, etc 

3) Special Category like NPO i.e. Establishment for Charitable Purpose like Red Cross Society, CRY, 

School, etc. 

4) Inland Water Transport Companies (i.e. Operating enroutes passing through any other country) 

5) Establishment under Shipping Act, 1950 

6) Establishment under Authority# of Central Government / State Government / Jointly 

7) Establishment under Dock Workers Act, 1948 

8) Contractor 

9) Reserve Bank of India 

# Authority = Permanent Feature (i.e. Shareholding), Not Control & Management since they are 

temporary feature. Thus, if Control & management  Exemption not available. 

Q) Can an employer be exempted from paying minimum bonus? What does the law say of such 

exemption? 

Answer:  

Though the Act creates liability on the part of employer to pay the minimum bonus and confers a right 

to the workmen, as mentioned in Section 10, the obligation and right is subject to exemption under 

Section 36. Under section 36 if the appropriate Government having regard to the financial position and 

other relevant circumstances of any establishment or class of establishment is of opinion that it will not 

be in public interest to apply all or any of the provisions of this Act thereto, it may by notification in the 

Official Gazette, exempt for such period as may be specified therein and subject to such conditions as it 

may think fit to impose, such establishment or class of establishments from all or any of the provisions 

of this Act.  

There are two preconditions to the granting of exemption under section 36:  

(1) The Government shall consider the financial position and other relevant circumstances of an 

establishment or class of establishments; AND  

(2) It should be of the opinion that it would not be in the public interest to apply all or any of the 

provisions of the Act. 

The expression ‘financial position’ includes loss suffered by the establishment during the accounting 

year. The expression ‘other relevant circumstances’ will include every consideration as to whether the 

workmen had principally contributed to the financial loss of the company during that accounting year. 

 If the bonus liability is negligible compared to the loss suffered, company will not be relieved of the 

liability of paying the minimum bonus.  

If the losses sustained by the employer is not due to any misconduct on the part of employees, the 

employer is liable to pay statutory minimum bonus. 
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Eg. Kareena mills at Pune refuse to pay bonus to the employees on the ground that its management was 

authorized & controller was appointed by CG and hence it was entitled was for exemption under POBA. 

Decide. 

 As per Section 32, Specified establishment are expressly from the liability u/s 10 & 11 even if number 

of employees ≥ 20, including Establishment under Authority of CG/SG/Jointly 
 

For claiming exempt u/s 32 the establishment should be under direct control of CG/SG/Jointly. 

Appointment of controller is only a temporary feature. Thus, Exemption u/s 32 is not available. 
 

POBA  Applicable & Kareena Mills is liable to pay bonus. 

 
 

BONUS LINKED WITH PRODUCTIVITY [Section 31A] 

There may be an agreement between management and employee where Management agrees to pay 

bonus linked with productivity in lieu of bonus linked with profit.  Under such agreement, Employee will 

be entitled to recovered the bonus as per terms of agreement 

Following 2 restrictions apply to agreement for Bonus linked with productivity: 

1) It cannot be less than Minimum Bonus u/s 10. Thus, any agreement where Employees agree to 

relinquish their rights u/s 10 is void. 

2) It cannot be more than Maximum Bonus u/s 11. Thus, any agreement where management agrees to 

pay ≥ 20% is void. 

Eg. KS factory had an agreement u/s 31A to pay bonus @30%, Employees agreed to such terms and 

conditions. Decide. 

 As per Section 31A, there may be an agreement between management and employee where 

Management agrees to pay bonus linked with productivity in lieu of bonus linked with profit. 

However, such bonus linked with productivity should not be less than Minimum Bonus u/s 10 & not more 

than Maximum Bonus u/s 11. 

In present case, management decided to give Bonus @30% which is higher than Maximum Bonus of 20% 

u/s 11. Thus, such agreement is void. 
 

Q) Examine whether the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 be applicable to the following cases:  

(i) J, who is working in a social welfare organization.  

(ii) D, an employee employed by an establishment engaged in an industry carried on by a department 

of the Central Government. 

Answer:  

(i) As per the provisions contained in Section 32 (v) (c) of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965, ‘J’ is not 

entitled to any bonus as the said Act is not applicable to institutions (including hospitals, 

chambers of commerce and social welfare institutions) established not for purposes of profit..  
 

(ii) Similarly, the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 is not applicable to the employees of an establishment 

which is engaged in an industry carried on by or under the authority of a department of the 

Central Government or the state government or a local authority under section 32 (iv) of the said 

Act. 
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CUSTOMARY BONUS [Section 17] 

Employer is entitled to deduct customary bonus or advance bonus from the bonus 

payable as per the provision of POBA for that accounting year. Employee is entitled to 

recover only the balance bonus.  

Eg. Employer pays Diwali bonus every year. In the Current Year Employer fails to pay 

such Diwali bonus but he pays the bonus u/s 10. Employees claims that Employers 

contention of not paying Diwali bonus is invalid in the eyes of law. Decide. 

 As per Section 17, Employer is entitled to deduct customary bonus or advance bonus from the bonus 

payable as per the provision of POBA for that accounting year. Employee is entitled to recover only the 

balance bonus. 

However, such Customary bonus is not mandatory to be paid. Employers liability exists only up to Minimum 

Bonus u/s 10 which he has paid in the above case. 

Thus, contention of Employer is valid. 

Eg. Employer pays Diwali bonus every year in addition to bonus u/s 10 from last 25 years. The bonus was 

paid even in the year of losses. In the current year, he wants to adjust the bonus paid under POBA and 

Diwali bonus. Is such contention valid? 

 As per Section 17, Employer is entitled to deduct customary bonus or advance bonus from the bonus 

payable as per the provision of POBA for that accounting year. Employee is entitled to recover only the 

balance bonus. 

Q) The management of Shakthi Mills Ltd. entered into an agreement with their employees to pay 

them bonus based on production in lieu of Bonus based on profits, from the accounting year 2007. 

The employees further agreed to forego their right to receive minimum bonus and instead accept 25% 

of their salary/wage as bonus based on productivity. Is such an agreement valid? Examine in the light 

of the provisions of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965. 

Answer:  

No, such an agreement is null and void to the extent to which it purports to deprive the employees from 

claiming the minimum bonus payable under the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 as laid down in section 31A 

read with the Proviso thereto, of the said Act.  

The given case is based on Section 31A of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 which allows an agreement 

between employers and employees for payment of bonus linked with productivity and the binding of 

such agreement but subject to two restrictions:  

(i) That such agreement whereby the employees relinquish their right to receive minimum 

bonus under Sec.10, shall be null and void to that extent, and  

(ii) The bonus payable under such agreement together with the minimum bonus payable under 

the Act, shall not exceed 20% of the salary/wages earned by the employees during the 

relevant accounting year.  

Accordingly, in the given problem, the agreement to forego the right of receiving minimum bonus is null 

and void to that extent only and not fully. The employees shall not be entitled to receive the total bonus 

over 20% of salary/wages comprising of the bonus payable linked with productivity and the minimum 

bonus payable under the Act. Thus if the productivity bonus exceeds 20% of the salary earned by 

employees during the accounting year, he shall not be able to claim minimum bonus in addition to the 

productivity bonus. 
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Where Employer has paid any customary bonus / advance bonus / interim bonus, he can adjust the same 

with bonus payable under POBA. Employee will have right to claim only the balance amount. 

Thus, such adjustment is valid under eyes of law.  

 

DEDUCTIONS [Section 18] 

If Employee is found guilty of misconduct causing financial loss to the Employer, then Employer is entitled 

to deduct financial loss from the bonus payable under POBA for the accounting year. Employee is entitled 

to recover only the balance amount, if any. 
 

Enumerate the cases where bonus can be deducted, adjusted and reduced: 

1) Section 13 – Proportionate Reduction 

2) Section 17 – Customary Bonus 

3) Section 18 – Deduction 

  

Q) X is an employee in a Company. The amount of bonus payable to him during the year 2007-08 is ` 

14,000. The company deducted a sum of ` 4,000 against the “Puja Bonus” already paid to him during 

the said year and paid the remaining amount. X files a suit against the company for recovery of the 

deducted amount. Decide, under the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965, whether X would be given any 

relief by the Court?  

Or 

Is the employer entitled to deduct or adjust any interim bonus paid to the employees?  

Answer:  

Deduction of Bonus: The problem as given in the question is based on the provisions of section 17 of 

the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965. As per Section 17, if in any accounting year, an employer has paid any 

puja bonus or other customary bonus or any advance against bonus, to any employee, then the former 

shall be entitled to deduct the amount of bonus so paid from the amount of bonus payable by him to 

the employee under this Act in respect of that accounting year. The employee shall be entitled to receive 

only the balance. The employer can do the same thing even in a case where he has paid off the bonus 

payable under this Act to an employee before the date on which such bonus payable becomes payable. 

 In the instant case therefore, X would not get any relief from the court because employer is empowered 

to deduct ` 4,000/- from the total bonus (` 14,000) of Mr. X. 
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TIME LIMIT [Section 19] 

 

RECOVERY OF BONUS [Section 21] 

If the Employer fails to pay bonus, then employee / ex-employee / legal heir / official assignee can make 

an application to Appropriate Government within 1 year (Appropriate Government can grant extension) 

of bonus becoming due for payment. 
 

 

Not Disputed Disputed 

Within 8 months# from end of Accounting Year. 

# A further extension of maximum 2 years can be 

granted by Appropriate Government if it is satisfied 

that there are sufficient reasons to grant extension. 

If disputed u/s 22 i.e. Industrial Dispute under 

Industrial Dispute Act, 1947 

Within 1 month from date of award# 

# Section 2(7) – Award means settlement of dispute 

by, 

Key Code: LINA 

1) Labour Court 

2) Industrial Court 

3) National Tribunal under Industrial Dispute 

Act, 1947 

4) Any other authority for Investigation 

COLLECTOR APPLICANT 

APPROPRIATE  
GOVERNMENT 

ESTABLISHMENT 

Sends Bonus to Applicant 
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POWER OF INSPECTOR [Section 27] 

Inspector are appointed by Appropriate Government by notification in Official Gazette. The purpose of 

such inspection is to ascertain whether the provisions of POBA have been complied with or not. 

The powers of Inspector are as under: 

1) Demand Information 
2) Examine books of account, register, documents, etc 
3) Examine employer, agent, servant, etc. 

4) Make copies of Books#  

5) Any other purpose as may be prescribed. 
 

# Such making of copies of books shall not be applicable for banking companies. 

 

PENALTY [Section 28] 

If any person fails to comply with provisions of POBA or fails to comply with directions of Appropriate 

Government the Penalty shall be imposed as under:  

Fine up to Rs. 1000 or Imprisonment up to 6 months or both 
 

  

Q) X was an employee of Universal Limited. He retired from the company on 31st March, 2010 and 

died after few months. Y, the heir of X, applied within the prescribed time to the company for payment 

of due bonus of X. The company refused to pay the bonus. Examine the validity of the company's 

refusal and also state the procedure to recover the bonus under the provisions of the Payment of 

Bonus Act, 1965.  

Answer:  

In the given case, the key point to be evaluated is whether X was eligible for bonus for the accounting 

year ending 31st March 2010. If we presume that it was so, then Y is eligible to claim the bonus as the 

legal heir of X.  

Under section 19 of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 the employer is bound to pay in cash the bonus 

payable to an employee within eight months from the close of the accounting year, which in this case 

should be 30th November 2010.  

The company’s refusal is illegal under the Act.  

The remedy available to Y the heir of X lies in section 21 of the Payment of Bonus Act under which an 

employee, his assigns or his heirs, can make an application for the recovery of the amount to the 

Appropriate Government within one year from the date on which the bonus becomes due. If the 

appropriate government or the prescribed authority is satisfied that any money is so due, it shall issue 

a certificate for that amount to the Collector who shall proceed to recover the same in the same manner 

as an arrear of land revenue. 
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SET ON & SET OFF [Section 15] 

 
 

Set on and Set Off should be done as per manner prescribed in Schedule IV 
 

APPLICABILITY OF POBA TO NEW ESTABLISHMENT [Section 15] 

 

IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS 

1) Accounting Year [Section 2(1)] 

It depends up on the nature of establishment 

 

2) Appropriate Government [Section 2(5)] 

It depends up on the type of establishment 

 

SET ON SET OFF 

Where allocable surplus is more than maximum 

bonus u/s 11 

Where allocable surplus is less than minimum 

bonus u/s 10 

Deficiency = Set Off within 4 succeeding years. Excess = Set On which has to be adjusted within 4 

succeeding years. 

1
st

 Five Years 

Bonus shall be payable only the 

years there is profit. Section 15 

i.e. Set On and Set Off of 

Allocable surplus cannot be 

done. 

6
th

 & 7
th

 Year 

Section 15 i.e. Set On and Set Off 

of Allocable Surplus can be done 

subject to certain modifications 

in 6
th

 & 7
th

 year. 

8
th

 Year Onwards 

Section 15 will be applicable as it 

is applicable to any other 

establishment. 

CORPORATION 

It is the period for which Books 

of Accounts are closed and 

balanced 

COMPANY 

It is period
#
 for which P&L 

and B/S are laid for AGM 
  
# It may or may not be a 

complete year. 

ANY OTHER ESTABLISHMENT 

A period starting from 1
st

 April & ending 

on 31
st

 March 

Or 

Any period At the option of Employer. 
  
Option can be changed only after 

permission of authority and ONLY ONCE 

AG = CG. If it is expressly provided under Industrial 
Dispute Act, 1947 that AG = CG 

Otherwise, AG = SG of the state in which 
establishment is situated 
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3) Award Date [Section 2(7)] 
“Award” means settlement of dispute whether interim or final order by, 

Key Code: LINA 

1) Labour Court 

2) Industrial Court 

3) National Tribunal under Industrial Dispute Act, 1947 

4) Any other authority for Investigation 
 

4) Salary or Wages [Section 2(21)] 
     “Salary or Wages” includes all remuneration whether in cash or kind and 

includes: 

a) Dearness Allowance 

b) Free Food 

c) Free Food Allowance 
 

     However, Salary or Wages exclude the following: 

 Key Code: ChaCha & ChaChi Purchased BunglOw 

a) Commission payable to Employee 

b) Contribution of Employee to PF, Pension Fund  
c) Compensation for Retrenchment, Gratuity, Retirement benefits if any 

d) Travelling Concession (Conveyance) 

e) Perquisites like Light, Water, Medicines, House Accomodation, etc. 

f) Bonus including incentive, attendance bonus, etc. 

g) Overtime Wages 
 

5) Employer [Section 2(14)]  

It depends up on the type of establishment 

 

6) Allocable Surplus [Section 2(4)] 

It is a certain % of available surplus depending upon the type of establishment 

 

For Factory Establishment 

 Owner or Agent of Owner 

 Legal Representative of Owner 

 Factory Manager 

 Occupation of Factory 

For others 

 Person with ultimate authority 

 & control of the establishment 

Non-Banking Company 

67% of Available Surplus 

Banking Company 

60% of Available Surplus 
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7) Available Surplus [Section 2(6)] 

 

# Such specified sum depends upon the type of establishment 

 

 

 

Gross Profit       XXX 

Less: 
    1) Prior Charges u/s 6 

        Depreciation       XX 

        Development Rebate Reserve   XX 

        Direct Tax                XX    (XXX) 

    2) Sum specified in Schedule III #      (XX) 

Add: 
    1) Income tax saved during last year  
        on bonus paid.        (XX)    
      Total    XXX 

     Available Surplus 

Non-Banking Company 

1) Dividend payable on its Preference 

Share Capital 

2) 8.5% of Equity Paid Up Share Capital at 

Commencement of Year 

3) 6% of (Reserves + Profits c/f) 

 

Banking Company 

1) Dividend payable on its Preference Share 

Capital 

2) 7.5% of Equity Paid Up Share Capital at 

Commencement of Year 

3) 5% of (Reserves + Profits c/f) 

4) Sum to be transferred to Reserve Fund 

under Banking Regulations Act, 1949 or 

reserve specified by RBI. 
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Q) Prakash Chandra is working as a salesman in a company on salary basis. The following payments 

were made to him by the company during the previous financial year –  

(i) overtime allowance,  
(ii) dearness allowance  
(iii) commission on sales  
(iv) employer’s contribution towards pension fund  
(v) value of food.  

Examine as to which of the above payments form part of “salary” of Prakash Chandra under the 

provisions of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965.  

Answer:  

Computation of Salary / Wages:  

According to Section 2(21) of the Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 salary and wages means all remuneration 

other than remuneration in respect of overtime work, capable of being expressed in terms of money, 

which would if the terms of employment, express or implied, were fulfilled, be payable to an employee 

in respect of his employment, or of work done in such employment and includes dearness allowance, 

i.e. all cash payment by whatever name called, paid to an employee on account of a rise in the cost of 

living. But the term excludes:  

(i) Any other allowance which the employee is for the time being entitled to;  

(ii) The value of any house accommodation or of supply of light, water, medical attendance or 

other amenities of any service or of any concessional supply of food grains or other articles;  

(iii) Any traveling concession;  

(iv) Any bonus including incentive, production or attendance bonus;  

(v) Any contribution paid or payable by the employer to any pension fund or for benefit of the 

employee under any law for the time being in force.  

(vi) Any retrenchment compensation or any gratuity or other retirement benefit payable to the 

employee or any ex-gratia payment made to him; and  

(vii) Any commission payable to the employee.  

It has been clarified in the explanation to the section that where an employee is given, in lieu of the 

whole or part of the salary or wage payable to him, free food allowance or free food by his employer, 

such food allowance or the value of such food shall be deemed to form part of the salary or wage 

for such employee.  

In view of the provisions of Section 2(21) explained above, the payment of dearness allowance and 

value of free food by the employer forms part of salary of Prakash Chandra while remaining three 

payments i.e. payment for overtime, commission on sales and employer’s contribution towards 

pension funds shall not form part of his salary. 


